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Hadronic vacuum polarization and the Lamb shift
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Recent improvements in the determination of the running of the fine-structure constant also allow an update
of the hadronic vacuum-polarization contribution to the Lamb shift. We find a shift of23.40~7! kHz to the 1S
level of hydrogen. We also comment on the contribution of this effect to the determination by elastic electron
scattering of the rms radii of nuclei.@S1050-2947~99!06305-2#

PACS number~s!: 31.30.Jv
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Hadronic vacuum polarization~VP! @1–4# contributes to
several quantities that have elicited much recent interesg
22 of the muon, the effective fine-structure constant at
energy scale of theZ-boson mass, the hyperfine splitting
muonium and positronium@5#, and the energy levels of th
hydrogen atom@6#.

The shaded ellipse in Fig. 1 represents the creation
subsequent annihilation of arbitrary hadronic states by vir
photons on the left~with polarization m) and right ~with
polarizationn). For ~squared! momentum transfersq2, com-
parable to the masses of various components in the sh
ellipse, the screening of charge that defines the vacuum
larization changes withq2 and leads to an effective fine
structure constant that depends onq: a(q2). If the entire unit
in Fig. 1 is inserted as a vertex correction on a lepton, it w
also affectg22 of that lepton via an integral overq2. Fi-
nally, at very small values ofq2, inserting the unit between
an electron and a nucleus will lead to a shift in hydroge
energy levels.

The S matrix for the process sketched in Fig. 1~with one
VP insertion! has the form~in a metric wherep25m2)

Smn5S 2 ie0gma

q2 D @ ipab~q2!#S 2 ie0gbn

q2 D , ~1!

and for the process without polarization~just a single-photon
propagator! is (2 ie0

2gmn/q2). The strength is determined b
the bare electric chargee0 located at the two ends of Fig. 1
The polarization structure functionpab(q2) must be gauge
invariant, which requires

pab~q2!52~gabq22qaqb!p~q2!. ~2!

Coupling theqaqb term to any conserved current~e.g., an
electron or nucleus! leads to vanishing results, and simplifie
the tensor structure ofSmn(;gmn). The sequence o
0,1,2, . . . insertions ofpab into a photon propagator~Fig. 1
shows one insertion! generates the geometric series

Smn5
2 igmne0

2

q2
~12p1p2

••• !5
2 igmn

q2

e0
2

11p~q2!
. ~3!
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Clearly, at q250 we expecte0
2/„11p(0)… to be e2, the

renormalized charge~squared!. Sincep itself is proportional
to e0

2, we formDp(q2)5p(q2)2p(0), rearrange, and find
to first order ine2,

Smn5
2 igmn

q2
e2~q2!, ~4!

where

e2~q2!5
e2

11Dp~q2!
~5!

is the~squared! effective charge at the scaleq2. Much recent
work has been devoted to the numerical determination@1–4#
of e2(q2)/4p[a(q2).

Our purpose is to treat vacuum polarization in hydroge
ions with nuclear chargeZe. The momentum-space Coulom
potential generated by Eq.~5! is given by

V~q2!5
Ze2~q2!

q2
5

2Ze2~q2!

q2
>

2Ze2

q2
2Ze2p8~0!,

~6!

where q252q2 for this term in Coulomb gauge, an
Dp(q2)>q2p8(0)1•••. The first term in Eq.~6! on the
right is the usual Coulomb potential and the second is
vacuum polarization potential, which we write in configur
tion space as

VVP~r !52~4pZa!p8~0!d3~r !. ~7!

Thus for thenth S state, the energy shift is given by

FIG. 1. Vacuum polarization insertion into a virtual photo
propagator.
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EVP>2~4pZa!p8~0!ufn~0!u25
24~Za!4p8~0!m3

n3
, ~8!

wherem is the hydrogenic reduced mass. The intrinsic nat
of vacuum polarization is attraction, so we expectp8(0)
.0.

By slicing Fig. 1 through the polarization insertion, w
can reexpressp(q2) as a dispersion relation, with an imag
nary part proportional tosh(q2), the cross section for pro
ducing all hadron states ine1e2 collisions. A single subtrac-
tion then producesDp(q2) in the form

Dp~q2!5
q2

p E
4mp

2

` dt Im@Dp~ t !#

t~ t2q22 i e!
, ~9!

where Im„Dp(t)…5tsh(t)/„4pa(t)…2. Utilizing all avail-
ablee1e2 collision data~and some theory! permits an accu-
rate interpolation ofsh(t), andDp(q2) can be constructed
numerically@1–4#.

We require onlyp8(0) for the hadronic VP~henceforth
subscripted withh), which is given by the parameterl 1 in
Sec. 1.5, and the error from Fig. 7, of Ref.@1# ~note that our
Dp52Da of Ref. @1#!:

ph8~0!59.3055~62.2%!31023 GeV22. ~10!

Equation~8! also applies to muon-pair vacuum polarizatio
for which pm8 (0)5a/(15pmm

2 ), wheremm is the muon mass
We therefore obtain

ph8~0!50.671~15!pm8 ~0![dhpm8 ~0!, ~11!

and thus

EVP
had50.671~15!EVP

m , ~12!

where, forS states, Eq.~8! gives

EVP
m 5

24a~Za!4m3

15pn3mm
2

, ~13!

and a numerical value of25.07 kHz for the 1S state of
hydrogen. The much heaviert lepton analogously contrib
utes20.02 kHz.

Previous values obtained fordh are displayed togethe
with our value in Table I. Additional values were calculat
in Refs.@10# and@6#. The estimate of Ref.@6# used only the
r-meson contribution@5#, which is known to give the larges
fractional contribution toph8(0), andresults forg22 of the
in
e

,

muon are consistent with that fraction (;60%) @1#. All tabu-
lated values are consistent with the more accurate Eq.~12!.
We also note that a noninteracting pion pair generates o
;10% of the total hadronic contribution.

Finally, we repeat a caveat from Ref.@11#. In elastic-
electron-scattering determinations of nuclear form fact
~and hence their radii!, the radiative corrections procedur
@12,13# that is used to analyze the data corrects fore1e2

vacuum polarization, sometimes for the muon one, but ty
cally not for the hadronic one. If one type of vacuum pola
ization is omitted, Eq.~5! then demonstrates that the effe
tive measured form factor expressed in terms ofF0 ~the true
form factor! is

Feff~q2!5
F0~q2!

11Dp~q2!
, ~14!

and hence the effective radius is

^r 2&eff
1/25@^r 2&026p8~0!#1/2, ~15!

where 6ph8(0)50.0022 fm2, for example. Although this is a
very tiny effect, comparing a measured radius@^r 2&eff

1/2 in Eq.
~15!# with one determined from optical measurementscor-
rected for hadronicVP @i.e., ^r 2&0

1/2 from F0(q2)# would be
inconsistent.

In summary, we have updated the calculation of the h
ronic vacuum polarization correction in hydrogen using
recently obtained and more accurate value@1# for ph8(0).
This leads to a shift of23.40~7! kHz in the 1S level of
hydrogen. We also noted that elastic electron scattering f
nuclei is not corrected for hadronic VP.
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TABLE I. Values ofdh .

Ref. @7# Ref. @8# Ref. @9# This work

dh 0.68 0.719~54! 0.659~26! 0.671~15!
are

. D
@1# F. Jegerlehner, Nucl. Phys. BS51C, 131 ~1996!. This refer-
ence contains fits toDp(q2) over an extended range ofq2, and
a precise value forp8(0), including errors.

@2# S. Eidelman and F. Jegerlehner, Z. Phys. C67, 585 ~1995!.
Extensive references to data and previous work are conta
herein.

@3# R. Alemany, M. Davier, and A. Ho¨cker, Eur. Phys. J. C2, 123
ed

~1998!. Extensive references to data and previous work
contained herein.

@4# H. Burkhardt and B. Pietrzyk, Phys. Lett. B356, 398 ~1995!.
@5# J. R. Sapirstein, E. A. Terray, and D. R. Yennie, Phys. Rev

29, 2290~1984!.
@6# S. G. Karshenboim, J. Phys. B28, L77 ~1995!.
@7# V. N. Folomeshkin, Yad. Fiz.19, 1157 ~1974! @Sov. J. Nucl.
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Phys.19, 592~1974!#. This may be the first calculation ofdh .
No error was reported.

@8# V. P. Gerdt, A. Karimkhodzaw, and R. N. Faustov, JINR R
port No. R2-11308, 1978~unpublished!. We have not seen this
reference; results are quoted in Ref.@9#.

@9# E. Borie, Z. Phys. A302, 187 ~1981!. In her notation,dh

55mm
2 /mH

2 .
@10# M. K. Sundaresan and P. J. S. Watson, Phys. Rev. D11, 230

~1975!. No value ofdh was given. These results appear to
numerically in error~see Ref.@9#!.
-

@11# J. R. Sapirstein and D. R. Yennie, inQuantum Electrodynam-
ics, edited by T. Kinoshita~World Scientific, Singapore,
1990!, p. 560. This comprehensive review defined the state
the art at the time of its publication.

@12# L. W. Mo and Y. S. Tsai, Rev. Mod. Phys.41, 205~1969!. See
Eq. ~II.4! for the vacuum polarization contribution to radiativ
corrections in electron scattering.

@13# L. Maximon ~private communication!. See also L. Maximon,
Rev. Mod. Phys.41, 193 ~1969!.


